
Land at the 2015 Virginia Fire 
Rescue Conference and hear 

the message Dave Sanderson 
has to share when US airways 

Flight 1549, or “ the Miracle 
on the Hudson,” ditched into 
the Hudson River on April 15, 
2009. He had a “Flight Plan” 

do you?
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Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation
P.O. Box 699, Blackstone, VA 23824
Phone: (888) 818-0983
Web Site: www.vfca.us

Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation Announces Annual Fund Raising Campaign

The purpose of the Foundation is to provide educational opportunities, including scholarships, to Fire and Emergency Services providers – both Volunteer 
and Career; develop Public Relations programs to promote and raise public awareness of Virginia’s Fire and Emergency Services; to assist other 
related organizations in the development and implementation of Public Education Programs; and provide grants to other Fire and Emergency Service 
Organizations.  Fund development is through donations, corporate giving, and fund raising events, such as golf tournaments.

Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation is pleased to announce its upcoming campaign to raise funds to sustain our Mission.  There are levels of sponsorship 
available to meet every budget.  As we spread the word and maximize each support level the Foundation can realize approximately $.8 million in annual 
support!  Please consider the most appropriate level of sponsorship that you can commit to over the next five years, or perhaps a one-time donation best 
suits your situation.  Please indicate on the Form if you will be making a single donation or pledging a 5 year investment in the Foundation.

 Level of Support Number of Opportunities
 $100 - Firefighter 1000
 $250 - Company Officer 50 
 $500 - Battalion Chief 500
 $750 - Deputy Chief 250
 $1000 - Fire Chief 100

Once you decide the level of sponsorship you are willing to support please complete the form below to reflect that information.  You can submit your first 
year donation along with your completed form to VFCF, P. O. Box 699, Blackstone, VA 23824.  If you are making a single donation for the entire 5 year 
period that should be indicated below.  Because of dedicated and committed individuals such as yourself, the VFCF will remain fiscally sound in order to 
provide services and benefits to our Public Safety Responders and their immediate family members as well as to support the development of the future 
leaders of the Fire Service in the Commonwealth! As a side note, since 2003 the VFCF has awarded 188 Educational Scholarships and has trained 480 
students who have graduated from the Virginia Fire Officers Academy (VFOA) since the Academy’s inception in 2007.  The VFCF is a 501 © 3 recognized 
organization and as such your donation is tax deductible.

Thank you for your pledge of support!  Your donation will make a difference!!

Name ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number __________ __________ __________ ________ Email address ____________________________________

Level of Sponsorship __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ Payment enclosed _______ 

Term of Support        __________ Single Donation          __________ Five Year Pledge   __________ Other
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The role that the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association (VFCA) plays throughout the Commonwealth would not be 
possible without partnerships with other organizations and state agencies such as the Virginia Department of Fire 
Programs, Virginia Office of Emergency Medical Services, Virginia State Firefighters Association, Virginia Professional 
Firefighters Association, Virginia Fire Service Council, Virginia Association of Volunteer Rescue Squads, and many 
more public safety agencies. We have collectively come together as a “Stakeholders Group” to enhance the fire 
service and advance public safety throughout Virginia.

Being President of the VFCA is both an exciting and humbling experience. I am deeply honored and full of 
anticipation about the responsibilities I am assuming. 

The VFCA serves Virginia’s communities through three core competencies - Leadership, Advocacy, and Education. 
Many great fire service leaders have paved the way for me, promoting and influencing changes in Virginia’s fire 
service and throughout the nation. Leadership opportunities are provided at every level, from firefighter to fire 
chief. Through the Virginia Fire Officer Academy, the leadership skills of new and aspiring officers are developed 
and enriched, and opportunities for mid to senior level staff are provided throughout the year

This brings me to our second core competency - Advocacy. We will continue to actively be engaged in legislation 
and issues that affect public safety at both state and national levels; support Virginia’s Fire Service Caucus, and 
help to educate representatives on the needs of today’s fire service. 

The Line of Duty Death Act (LODD) is one of the most important issues facing public safety. Ensuring that all first 
responders receive LODD benefits if injured or killed in the performance of their duties is paramount. The VFCA, as 
well as our partners have made great strides in this year’s General Assembly and have been invited to the table 
to discuss changes necessary to bring this program back under state funding. 

The third core competency is Education. - Over the next 12 months we will continue to pursue and expand 
upon our continuing education effort. We will build upon the vision of Chiefs Steve Cover and Dave Hoback by 
expanding the Chief Officer 101 Program, using the same university-style format tailored toward executive fire 
officer leader

I am excited to report that the VFCA is also exploring a two-day Fire Chiefs Summit, twice a year, geographically 
rotated throughout the state. This program will provide a continuing education session and allow fire chiefs 
to come together to network, discuss current state and national trends, as well as emerging issues. This idea, 
recommended by Henrico County Fire Chief Tony McDowell, was enthusiastically embraced by the VFCA Executive 
Board. Chiefs McDowell and Hoback have aggressively begun planning the first Summit which will be held in the 
Richmond area on April 30 – May 1. 

Based on research provided in the presentation Bringing Fire Dynamics Research to the Fireground, a 
comprehensive Statewide Safety Campaign is being developed to educate the public and improve their chances 
of surviving fire incidents.  Attendees at the recent VA Fire & Rescue Conference were introduced to ‘Flo the Firefly,’ 
the voice behind the statewide campaign, “Shut the Door on Fire!” Downloadable educational materials are being 
developed, which can be customized for your department, and will be available from the Virginia Department of 
Fire Programs website to support the campaign. I look forward to hearing how you will incorporate the message 
in your jurisdiction.

Increasing membership is an ongoing concern, therefore, it is my intent to re-organize the Membership Committee 
and begin an outreach program to educate potential members on the benefits of membership, with assistance 
from our regional directors. However, it is the responsibility of each of us to work toward increasing membership. 
I challenge YOU to speak with your friends and colleagues, convey this message, and bring in one or more new 
members within the next six months.  As Vince Lombardi said “The achievements of an organization are the 
results of the combined effort of each individual.”

I look forward to continuing the positive work of the VFCA and growing the organization over the next year. I 
encourage each of you to get involved with the VFCA. Stay Safe!

David Layman
2015 VFCA President                                 

Hampton Division of Fire & Rescue



All Highlights photos by Susan Rueger

Dave Sanderson, survivor of "The Miracle on the Hudson" plane crash 
discusses details of the incident during his Keynote Address at the Fire 
Rescue Conference.

IAFC Executive Director Mark Light and VFCA Executive Director Chris 
Eudailey lead a discussion during the Thursday “Shaker’s Forum”.

“All dressed up and waiting for the showroom floor to open” at the 
2015 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference.
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The Keynote Presenter at the Opening General Session of the 2015 Fire  Rescue Conference 

was Dave Sanderson, survivor of “The Miracle on the Hudson” plane crash. The famous 

plane crash occurred on January 15, 2009 after US Airways Flight 1549 was hit by a flock 

of geese and lost all engines. There was an explosion and fire in the engines when the 

plane was about 3,300 feet above the ground. The flight crew, including Captain “Sully” 

Sullenberger and First Officer Jeffrey Skiles, landed the plane in the Hudson River. 

Only about 30 minutes elapsed between takeoff at LaGuardia Airport and when Dave 

Sanderson arrived at Palisades Medical Center in Bergen, New Jersey. All 155 people aboard 

the plane survived and Dave was responsible for many who got out safely that day.

Dave Sanderson was not supposed to have been on that flight; he was originally booked on 

a flight later that day. Following the explosion and fire in the engines, he said that there was 

no panicking on the plane; everything was quiet. He reported praying and getting his wallet 

out of his brief case for identification of his body. After the captain said “brace for impact”, 

the plane hit the water, hard! 

Dave remembered something his mother had said, “If you do the right thing, God will take 

care of you.” After the plane hit the water, drifting on the river, and filling with water, people 

climbed over the broken seat backs and avoided the suitcases that had tumbled out when 

the overhead bins opened.  He walked toward the back of the plane to help others get out. 

Yes, he said that he was afraid, but he instinctively used his leadership skills to help others. 

The air temperature was 20 degrees and the water was 36 degrees. Dave was the last 

passenger to leave the plane.  Capt. Sully was the last person off the plane. The two men 

exited opposite sides of the plane. By that time, there was no more room on the wings of 

the plane, so Dave had to jump into the cold water. He was rescued by one of the boats 

standing by.  Dave was treated for hypothermia; his body temperature was only 94 degrees 

and his clothes were frozen. Doctors were concerned about effects on his heart and other 

body systems, but he recovered after five hours of thawing out and spent only one night in 

the hospital.  He returned to his job as a sales manager the following Monday. 

Sanderson had learned about leadership, teamwork, personal responsibility, and how to 

prioritize years earlier. He said that he never expected to use some of the skills that he had 

learned before, but he did use them on that day. 

He thanked the many boat personnel that rescued people from the cold water, fire and EMS 

personnel, the American Red Cross who supplied blankets and clothes, and the Directors 

of Port Authority and Homeland Security who helped him get to the airport to go home, 

even though he had no identification.  The experience has changed his life, his occupation, 

and his relationship with his family. Dave now speaks globally about using these skills of 

resourcefulness to change lives. Dave can be reached at Dave@DaveSandersonSpeaks.com 

BRACE FOR IMPACT: 
CREATE YOUR OWN 
FLIGHT PLAN
By Susan Rueger



Snow on the beach??? Oh yeah!!!

Opportunities to chat

Getting out alive!!!

Having some fun!!!
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Three of the sessions at the 2015 Fire & Rescue Conference were targeted to leaders 
or future leaders of fire departments which are staffed by volunteer, part-time, paid on-
call and/or career personnel.  The first two sessions were developed by the Volunteer & 
Combination Officers Section (VCOS) of the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC). 

The first session, “Beyond Hoses and Helmets,” was presented by Fire Chief Norvin Collins 
with the Sauvie Island Volunteer Fire Department (Oregon) and Chief Greg Render with the 
Signal Hill Fire Department (Illinois). The session was designed around group participation 
and discussion of real life experiences. The presentation focused on leadership, 
recruitment and retention. Effective leaders are able to solve new, unusual and ill-defined 
organizational problems. The take-away message was that you should take time to 
examine or explore the problem before searching for a solution. Taking time will help you 
solve the problem that really exists, not a symptom or even a problem that someone 
thinks exists. In addition, breaking the problem into smaller parts will often make it easier 
to solve. Leaders listen to and trust their people.  

Another major topic was retention. The volunteer rate in America is 26%; however, 45% 
of the volunteers left because they felt unrecognized. Time and ineffective leadership are 
the top two challenges to retention. Volunteers take time and money to train, so their 
retention is valuable to the community. One idea for meeting the time challenge is to 
include families for monthly drills.  For example, everyone comes for a social and food, 
and then the firefighter’s break out for a drill. 

Volunteers are frequently there for social belonging and ego. The speakers encouraged 
departments to write out a retention plan. In addition, people will do things for us for 
recognition and leaders must provide recognition when the event occurs, not weeks 
or months later. How you make your members and the community feel is an intrinsic 
experience that will be with them forever. Leaders make others feel important.  

The next session was “Fire Rescue Organizational Guidance for Volunteer Leaders (FROG)” 
by Fire Chief Norvin Collins with the Sauvie Island Volunteer Fire Department (Oregon) and 
Fire Chief James Seavey with the Cabin John Park Volunteer Fire Department (Maryland). 
The speakers guided the participants in scenario-based discussions for application 
of theories to today’s fire service challenges.  Activities allowed the participants to 
understand the differences between managing processes and leading people, how 
to motivate and influence others, and how to lead and influence change. A needs 
assessment or planning template was provided to assess the knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes required to maximize performance and achieve organizational goals and 
objectives. The steps are: background, determine performance requirements, document 
current capabilities, and identify gaps. Participants were encouraged to implement a plan 
to meet gaps based on the mission statement and policies. This session was a half-day 
version of a two and a half-day FROG course. Go to www.VCOS.org for more information.

The third session was “The First Five Minutes Leads to Successful Volunteer Recruitment” by 
Paul Andrews, a sales training professional and Vice President of PennWell Marketing Solutions. 
The skills taught were sales and recruitment techniques used in many fields, but tailored to the 
fire service. The discussion emphasized that it is not about “us”, the fire department, it is about 
the potential recruit. The steps are: preparation, greeting, building rapport, your story, listening, 
probing, overcoming objections, closing, recap and follow up. Notice that these steps include 
you and positioning of your story as only one step out of the nine. 

LEADERSHIP IN 
RECRUITMENT AND 
RETENTION
By Susan Rueger
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The speaker at the Sunday closing general session of the 2015 Fire & Rescue Conference 
was Battalion Chief Robert Lipscomb of the Lynchburg, Virginia fire department.  He 
discussed the train derailment that occurred on April 30, 2014, at 1:54 p.m., in downtown 
Lynchburg.

Bakken oil refers to where the oil was extracted from the ground, which was the shale oil 
field in North Dakota. 

Train derailments can occur anywhere and Lynchburg’s challenges were consistent with 
challenges other communities have and could face. This presentation highlighted the 
challenges for Lynchburg and their lessons learned. 

Chief Lipscomb was the first incident commander at the train derailment.  The derailment 
occurred on the CSX rail line which runs east-west through the city, in the middle of 
downtown, adjacent the James River. There was light rain, no wind, and the river was 
high and fast moving. Sixteen of the 104 rail cars of Bakken crude oil derailed toward the 
river, not toward occupied buildings. Three rail cars fell onto the river bank and one car 
breached, spilling oil into the river and setting the river and river bank on fire. The car that 
breached was one of the newer style rail cars. A fire crew was able to view the scene 
from the opposite side of the river bank and advised on scene crews to let the fire burn 
itself out. Water was applied to cool other cars and control brush fires. The fire burned 
itself out in about one hour. 

Lessons learned included:

• Because the derailment occurred in the middle of the day on a Wednesday, the fire 
and city support staff were available and they were valuable asset. The finance officer 
set up a separate accounting code for all costs associated with the derailment, which 
made reimbursement easier. 

• Chief Lipscomb is not a hazmat specialist; he is a paramedic and fire chief. Listen to 
your advisors. Slow down! Don’t make decisions too quickly. 

• He had an assistant/liaison officer, who fielded questions and made sure details 
were attended to. This person was vital to the chief being able to do his job. Chief 
Lipscomb emphasized that this position must be developed before any emergency 
occurs. 

• A unified command between the fire department and law enforcement was essential. 

• Within seven minutes, most of the city’s resources were committed, so their robust 
mutual aid assisted at the scene and picked up other calls within the city. 

• Call the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) at the very beginning. 

• The Public Information Officer (PIO) needs to remain in contact with the EOC.  

• Fifteen local, state, and federal agencies, city politicians, plus CSX personnel and the 
media showed up. They were all very interested in the derailment. The PIO and liaison 
officer interceded with these agencies.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM 
A BAKKEN CRUDE OIL 
TRAIN DERAILMENT
By Susan Rueger

Opening Ceremony

Exhibit Hall

Past President Harry Gladding with his wife Dorothy at the 2015 
Celebration Dinner

Past Executive Director Jimmy Carter is recognized with a Proclamation 
from the Virginia General Assembly
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• CSX responded very quickly and put local and CSX hazmat on their own radio 
channel, away from fire and police calls.

• Had the rail cars fallen toward the city’s occupied buildings, the result could have 
been very different.  

• The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) had to give CSX the OK to move the 
derailed cars. The train was moved by about 10 p.m. that day. 

• CSX is responsible for cleanup, but the city is responsible to make sure the cleanup 
was done to their satisfaction. 

• The need for additional command function capability of staff vehicles was identified. 
The city’s command post now includes an “office in a box” and cell phone chargers. 

• Train more officers on the Command and General Staff positions.  

• Declaration of a state of emergency by the locality’s chief executive allowed the city to 
request additional resources and recovery costs. 

• Have an Incident Action Plan (IAP) set up in advance and know where these 
documents are located. The battalion chief’s vehicles contained these documents, 
plus electronic copies were available.  The document included: incident briefing, 
incident objectives, organization assignment list, radio communications plan, incident 
organization chart, and safety message. 

• All the incident objectives were completed prior to midnight the day of the derailment, 
but people were on the scene for nine days. 

• Work the problem - don’t make things worse by guessing.  

See the July 2014 Commonwealth Chief for additional information: http://vfca.us/images/
downloads/Magazine/ commonwealth_chief_july_2014.pdf

A MOST SINCERE 
THANKS TO 
ALL OUR 2015 
VIRGINIA 
FIRE RESCUE 
CONFERENCE 
SPONSORS
PLEASE BE SURE TO SUPPORT OUR 
SPONSOR’S WHENEVER POSSIBLE.

ALLEN, ALLEN, ALLEN & ALLEN

ATLANTIC EMERGENCY SOLUTIONS

CHESTERFIELD INSURERS

DOMINION

EXHIBITS INC.

FAIL SAFE FIRE HOSE & GROUND LADDER TESTING             

FESCO EMERGENCY SALES

FIRE APPARATUS SALES LLC

HARRIS CORPORATION

HOMETOWN FIREFIGHTERS

MATHENY FIRE & EMERGENCY

MARYLAND FIRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

MCKESSON BUSINESS PERFORMANCE SERVICES

MID-ATLANTIC RESCUE SYSTEMS, INC.

MIDDLE PENINSULA/SELECTIVE

MIDDLEBURG WEALTH MANAGEMENT

MOSELEY ARCHITECTS

MOTOROLA

PROVIDENT INSURANCE

RRMM ARCHITECTS

THE FIRE STORE

VIRGINIA BEACH FIRE DEPARTMENT             

VIRGINIA BEACH FIRE DEPARTMENT- VOLUNTEER 
BATTALION       

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

VIRGINIA OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

VOLUNTEER WORKFORCE SOLUTIONSPresident David Hoback shows 
off his new President’s Helmet





5th Annual 
Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation 
Golf Tournament
June 26, 2015  

Lees Hill Golf Club 
10200 Old Dominion Parkway Fredericksburg, VA 22408 

All proceeds benefit the Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation which provides educational opportunities to fire and emergency services professionals. 
 

Sponsorship Opportunities
Official Title Sponsor - $1,500 
Includes full registration for 4 Players 
Corporate banner placement on site and at awards ceremony 
Signage at designated hole 
Title Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program 

Gold Sponsor - $1,000 Golf Cart Sponsor - $500
Includes full registration for 4 Players Company Signage placed in each golf cart  
Opportunity to provide company promotional items Opportunity to provide company promotional items  
Signage at designated hole  Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program  
Gold Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program  
 

Beverage Cart Sponsor - $250 Putting Green Sponsor - $300
3 company sponsor signs placed onto beverage cart   Opportunity to provide company promotional items  
Opportunity to provide company promotional items Signage on putting green during event  
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program   Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program  
 

Driving Range Sponsor - $300 Hole Sponsor - $125
Opportunity to provide company promotional items Custom signage placed on hole  
Signage on driving range during event   Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program  
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program  
 

Please send the below form with your check for your sponsorship and players to: 
Chris Eudailey  

5225 Old Glory Road, Chesterfield, VA 23832 
(540) 891-7226 or dewdrinkers@verizon.net 

$80 per player - Make check payable to: VFCF 
 

Registration & Range Open at: 11:00am               Shotgun Start at: 12:00pm     Format: Captains Choice  
 
Please check off your level of sponsorship  
_____ Official Title Sponsor - $1,500  
_____ Gold Sponsor - $1,000 _____ Golf Cart Sponsor - $500  
_____ Hole Sponsor - $125/ea. _____ Beverage Cart Sponsor - $250 
_____ Driving Range Sponsor - $300  _____ Putting Green Sponsor - $300 
_____No Sponsorship – Golf Only - $_______  _____Donation only - $_______  
 
      TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $___________  
Sponsor / Contact Name:  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sponsor Company Name:  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone: ________________________ Fax: _____________________ Email: ______________________________ 

Address:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Player 1: ___________________________________________ Player 2: ____________________________________________

Player 3: ___________________________________________ Player 4: ____________________________________________ 
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Virginia EFO Graduates 
Honored at MAE&S
Sixteen Virginia Fire Officer’s were honored during the 2015 Virginia Fire 
Rescue Conference for completing their Executive Fire Officer Program 
(EFOP) during 2014.

Each graduate present was invited to the podium where they were 
presented with an American flag that had been flown over the U. S. 
Capitol in their honor. The new graduates include: 

Kenneth S. Draper, Fire Chief, Martinsville; John W. Prillaman, Fire Chief, 
Salem Fire & EMS; Jason H. Monk, Deputy Chief, Hampton Division of 
Fire & Rescue; David W. Moody, Fire Chief, Prince George County Fire & 
Rescue; Jeffery S, Payne, Battalion Chief, York County Fire & Life Safety;  C. 
Travis Griffith, Captain, Roanoke County Fire & Rescue; Seth A. Mowles, 
Captain, Bedford County Fire Rescue; Rodney D. Howell, Assistant Chief, 
Martinsville Fire & EMS; William S. Campbell, Battalion Chief, Portsmouth 
Fire Rescue & Emergency Services; Joshua J. Davis, Captain, Charlottesville 
Fire Department; Ryan T. Ashe, Captain, James City County Fire Department; 
Christine E. Dosmann, Captain, Chesapeake Fire Department; Scott F. Keim, 
Captain, Albemarle County Fire Rescue; Lance E. McClintock, Assistant 
Chief, Prince William County Fire & Rescue; David W. Hutcheson, District 
Chief, Virginia Beach Fire Department; and William A. Hogsten, Battalion 
Chief, Charlottesville Fire Department.

 The Executive Fire Officer Program (EFOP) is an initiative of the United 
States Fire Administration/National Fire Academy designed to provide 
senior officers and others in key leadership roles with:

• An understanding of: 
• The need to transform fire and emergency services organizations 

from being reactive to proactive; with an emphasis on leadership 
development, prevention, and risk-reduction; 

• Transforming fire and emergency services organizations to reflect the 
diversity of America’s communities; 

• The value of research and its application to the profession; and 
• The value of lifelong learning. 
• Enhanced executive-level knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to 

lead these transformations, conduct research, and engage in lifelong 
learning. 

Hutcheson Honored With 
2014 President’s Award
By Susan Rueger

Being President of the VFCA during 2014/2015 brought with it many 
challenges, responsibilities and notable achievements.  It was a year that 
definitely helped me to grow as a fire chief.  But the VFCA couldn’t have 
accomplished what we did this past year without the dedication of the 
Board of Directors and the staff of the VFCA.  Throughout the year one 
person on that Board stood out because of his leadership, dedication 
and just plain stepping up to the plate.  That is why Deputy Chief David 
Hutcheson of the Virginia Beach Fire Department was selected to receive 
the annual W.C. “Bill” Smith President’s Award.  

Chief Hutcheson has been a member of the VFCA for many years and 
has been with the Virginia Beach Fire Department for 27 years.  He 
has a can do attitude and it shines through in everything that he 
does. He has been an instrumental part of the planning team for the 
2015 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference.  This year posed many new 
challenges for the conference planning committee and with those 
challenges, Chief Hutcheson, as committee co-chair, rose to the occasion 
and made this one of the best attended conferences in recent VFCA 
history.    Additionally, he was an integral figure in securing sponsors for 
the conference and was never shy about asking for support.  He also 
made the commitment to become a member of the VFCA Executive 
Board and has been active on Capitol Hill and attended special functions 
representing the VFCA. 

No one was more worthy of this prestigious honor and I am very proud 
to work side by side with Chief Hutcheson as we continue to support the 
fire service throughout the Commonwealth.  Congratulations, Hutch on a 
job well done!

Chief David Hutcheson shown after receiving the VFCA President’s Award from President David 
Hoback. Photo: Susan Rueger

Captain Christine Dosmann, one of 16 2014 EFO Graduates who were honored during the 
2015 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference.  Photo: Susan Rueger
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New Virginia CFO’s & 
CEMSO’s Named
The Center for Public Safety Excellence, Inc. (CPSE) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that, for more than 
a decade, has helped local public safety agencies around the world streamline and improve the services 
they provide their communities.

Through its individual commissions, CPSE provides a host of programs including accreditation for fire and 
emergency service agencies and professional designations for senior-level fire and emergency service 
officers.

The mission of the Commission on Professional Credentialing (CPC) is to assist in the professional 
development of emergency service personnel by providing guidance for career planning through 
participation in the Professional Designation Program. The nine-member commission consists of individuals 
from the emergency services profession, federal and local government, and academia.

The commission is responsible for:

• Setting and maintaining the professional designation standards

• Making decisions concerning individual designation, organization operation and special programs and 
activities

• Overseeing a team of peer reviewers

CPC offers several designations, including Chief Fire Officer (CFO), Chief EMS Officer (CEMSO), Chief Training 
Officer (CTO), Fire Marshal (FM) and Fire Officer (FO). CPC developed these designations using a model that 
looks at the “whole” officer. Achieving the designation requires a strong educational background; diverse 
participation in emergency services at the local, state and national level; and demonstrated involvement in 
the broader community, all validated by emergency services peers

Eight candidates from Virginia received their CFO Designation in 2013.  They include: Michael G. Schacht, 
Verona; Bettie Reves-Nobles, Hampton; Michael J. Barakey, Virginia Beach; David R. Eagle, Danville; Douglas 
E. Faber, Hampton; Robert E. Lee, Newport News; William M. Maciorowski, Fort Lee;  and Darren L. Stevens, 
Warrenton.

Three were named CEMSO. They include: Rajeeb Islam, Virginia Beach; J. David Barrick, Newport News; and 
Bruce Nedelka, Virginia Beach.

Christopher R. Shaver from Verona and John F. Pearre from Manassas Park were named (FO’s).

Additionally, thirteen others were recertified in the CFOD and CEMSO process. 

CFOD renewals included: Randy F. Caratachea, Langley Air Force Base; Harold D. Hoback, Roanoke; Dereck 
A. Baker, Woodbridge; Steven R. Cover, Virginia Beach; Paul D. Brookes, Chantilly; Frank Koninski, Hampton; 
Adam K. Thiel, Alexandria; Scott W. Liebold, Newport News; and Cedric D. Scott, Suffolk.

CEMSO Designation renewals included: John D. Eggleston, Charlottesville; Jason H. Monk, Hampton; John T. 
Bianco, Virginia Beach; and Michael P. Carter, Virginia Beach.

Congratulations to all!!!

Charlottesville 
Receives ISO 
Class 1 Rating
By: Charles L. Werner

The City of Charlottesville recently 

announced that the Insurance 

Services Office (ISO) has issued its 

top Fire Protection Rating to the 

City of Charlottesville. The ISO Fire 

Protection Rating is based on a 

scale of 1 to 10 (1 being the very 

best). Prior to this new rating, the 

ISO rating was an ISO Class “2.” 

The rating places the City’s Fire 

Department as one of only 60 

fire departments in the country 

to receive an ISO 1 and only 

one of two in Virginia.  The only 

other fire department with an 

ISO 1 rating in Virginia is Fairfax 

County. In addition to being an 

ISO Class 1, Charlottesville was 

also recognized as one of the 

highest scoring ISO Class 1 fire 

departments in the country.

From a community perspective, 

the rating reflects the 

City’s overall fire protection 

effectiveness. The rating is 

used by insurance companies 

to determine residential and 

commercial insurance rates. The 

City’s ISO 1 rating translates to 

the lowest possible insurance 

premiums for City residents and 

businesses. These savings help 

keep the overall cost of doing 

business reasonable and prove 

that a City location continues to 

be a smart choice for starting 

and growing

The officers enhance their professional development through a unique series of four graduate and upper-
division-baccalaureate equivalent courses. The EFOP spans a 4-year period with 4 core courses. Each 
course is 2 weeks in length.
EFOP participants must complete an Applied Research Project (ARP) that relates to their organization within 
6 months after the completion of each of the four courses. A certificate of completion for the entire EFOP is 
awarded only after the successful completion of the final research project.
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We provide a full line of EMS products. We have online 
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Spring Happenings
National EMS Week  
The dates for National EMS Week 2015 are May 17 thru May 23 with 
Wednesday, May 20 set aside as Emergency Medical Services for Children 
(EMSC) Day. This year’s theme will be “EMS Strong.”

Arson Awareness Week
The United States Fire Administration (USFA) is pleased to announce 
the theme for the 2015 Arson Awareness Week: “Accelerant Detection 
Canines”.  USFA and its partners will use the week of May 3rd to the 9th 
to describe how using an arson dog in a community closes more cases 
and acts as an arson deterrent. 

The goal for this year’s Arson Awareness Week (AAW) is to provide 
the public with strategies to provide information about the value and 
contribution arson dogs make to fire departments and communities. .

The USFA is partnering with the International Association of Arson 
Investigators, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, 
National Association of State Fire Marshals, National Volunteer Fire Council 
and the Insurance Committee for Arson Control.

Safety and Health Week
The International Association of Fire Chiefs and the National Volunteer 
Fire Council announced recently that “Train Like You Fight” will be the 
campaign theme for the 2015 International Fire/EMS Safety and Health 
Week, to be held June 14-20.

Fire departments are encouraged to suspend all non-emergency activity 
during Safety and Health Week to focus on safety and health training and 
education allowing all shifts and personnel to participate. An entire week 
is provided to ensure each shift and duty crew can spend at least one 
day focusing on these critical issues.

Safety and Health Week is a collaborative program embraced by 
more than 20 national and international fire and emergency-service 
organizations, with sponsorship provided by the International Association 
of Fire Chiefs and the National Volunteer Fire Council.

Chiefs Foundation Awards 
Scholarships
This year, as a part of its Scholarship Program, the Virginia Fire Chiefs 
Foundation presented fifteen, Robert E. White Memorial Scholarships 
to Virginia students who have been accepted into a post-high school 
educational institution or other program. The awards were presented 
during the 2015 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference held in Virginia Beach. 

In total, the foundation received 15 requests for assistance this year 
totaling over $101,000.00.

There were thirteen $1,000.00 awards presented. Included were: James 
Cullinan, who attends Liberty University; Matthew Dewhirst, who attends 
American Military University; Alexandra Holloway, who attends Virginia 
Tech; Jason Jenkins, who attends Johns Hopkins University; Travis Karocofe, 
who attends Columbia Southern; R. Chase Long, who attends Christopher 
Newport University; Cristina Lukhard, who attends Longwood University; 
Anna McRay, who attends Walden University; Dana Mercer, who attends 
Liberty University; C. Matt Millner, who attends Waldorf College; Michael 
Silvay who attends the  University of Maryland, University College; Joshua 
Simmons, who attends Jacksonville State University; and Justin Siron who 
attends Columbia Southern.

Additionally, there was one $800.00 award presented to Loren Thompson, 
who attends American Military University and a $2,300.00 award made to 
the Virginia Fire Officer Academy held at the University of Richmond.

Selection of the award recipients was based on being an active Virginia 
fire, EMS or emergency management provider, demonstrated need, desire, 
initiative and potential benefits of the educational opportunity. 

The scholarship program was first established a number of years ago in 
memory of Mr. Robert E. White, a citizen of the Commonwealth of Virginia 
who donated his money towards the betterment of the Fire Service 
throughout the state.

The objective of the program is to assist individuals desiring to further 
their education through a variety of opportunities such as college classes, 
National Fire Academy classes, Virginia Fire Chief Association events such 
as the Virginia Fire Rescue Conference, the Virginia Fire Officer Academy, 
certificate programs, and other fire & EMS programs or conferences. 
Individual scholarship awards are made up to $1,000 and can be utilized 
for any direct expenses such as registration, tuition, books, meals, lodging 
and/or transportation.

The Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation began awarding scholarships in 2003. 
Since that time, 203 scholarships have been awarded totaling nearly 
$119,000.

Applications for the next grant period (January 2015 to July 1, 2016) will 
be accepted between September 1, and December 1, 2015.  Successful 
applicants will be notified by January 1, 2016.  Awardees will be 
recognized at the 2016 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference.

Applications and eligibility information may be obtained by visiting the 
VFCA website at www.vfca.us, or by calling or writing the Association or 
Foundation.  You may reach us by phone at (888) 818-0983. 

Five of the 2015 Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation Scholarship Award 
winners are shown at the 2015 Fire Rescue Conference. 
                                                                      Photo: Susan Rueger
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The Governor’s Fire Services Awards for 2014 were presented to recipients in eight categories 
during the Virginia Fire Rescue Conference opening ceremonies on Saturday, February 21. The 
event was held at the Virginia Beach Convention Center. 

The Governor’s Fire Services Awards were established in 2002 as a formal recognition of 
excellence in Virginia’s Fire Services. Nominees are carefully reviewed and selected by the 
Virginia Fire Services Board Executive Committee and forwarded to the Governor through the 
Secretary of Public Safety and Homeland Security for final approval. The awards are presented 
annually each February. 

This year marks the 13th anniversary of the awards. 

The Governor’s Fire Service Awards for 2014 were presented to the following individuals: 

GOVERNOR’S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE SERVICES 

An individual who exemplifies an outstanding dedication to helping protect the citizens of 
Virginia against the devastating effects of fire, not only in their own jurisdictions, but in other 
areas of the Commonwealth. 

Winner – Hanover County Fire and EMS 

GOVERNOR’S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE 
SERVICE SUPPORT - PRIVATE SECTOR - 

Any private sector or nonprofit entity that has 
demonstrated exceptional dedication to the success 
of the fire services throughout the Commonwealth of 
Virginia. 

Winner – Stihl, Inc. 

GOVERNOR’S AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING FIRE 
DEPARTMENT RESPONSE 

Any outstanding fire department response made in 
the last year that demonstrates mutual aid, integration 
of multiple system components, interagency 
interfacing and cooperation, or complex assessment 
or rescue. 

Winner – Botetourt County Fire and EMS 

GOVERNOR’S CIVILIAN LIFE SAVING AWARD 

Any civilian, with no fire service affiliation, who 
exemplifies an outstanding dedication to helping 
protect the citizens of Virginia against the devastating 
effects of fire. 

Winner – Melvin Byrne (Hamilton, Virginia) 

GOVERNOR’S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE 
PREVENTION 

Any individual or department who has demonstrated 
exceptional dedication to the field of fire prevention; 
to include the adoption, amendment or interpretation 
of the Statewide Fire Prevention Code, Statewide 
Building Code, or other related codes or fire prevention 
principles that would impact not only their own 
jurisdiction but other localities as well. 

Winner – City of Staunton Fire and Rescue

GOVERNOR’S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA PUBLIC FIRE AND LIFE SAFETY EDUCATION 

An individual or department who exemplifies outstanding dedication and service for the 
furtherance of Virginia Public Fire & Life Safety Education not only in their own department, 
but in other areas of the Commonwealth as well. 

Winner – Hampton Division of Fire and Rescue 

GOVERNOR’S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE SERVICE MANAGEMENT 

Any Officer or Fire Department that has demonstrated exceptional dedication to sound 
management principles and excellence in fire service leadership not only in their own 
department, but for the greater good of other fire departments within the Commonwealth. 

Winner – Chief R. Scott Garber, City of Staunton Fire and EMS 

GOVERNOR’S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE SERVICE TRAINING 

Any individual providing lesson plans, support, or delivery of programs within the 
Commonwealth which are fire service related. 

Winner – Virginia Beach Fire Department 

Governor’s Fire Services Awards Presented 
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Administrative 
Professionals Install New 
President
By Nichole Furey

I am genuinely excited about 

the opportunity to serve as 

this year’s President of the 

Administrative Professionals 

Section.  I had the pleasure 

of serving under our past 

president, Sherri Laffoon last 

year and was able to glean 

a considerable amount of 

knowledge from her. I speak 

on behalf of all the members 

of the section when I say that 

she did an extraordinary job 

during her term.  She was 

able to reach her goal by 

increasing our membership 

and participation in quarterly meetings and training opportunities.  

I certainly hope that I can follow in her footsteps and continue 

to increase membership, support the foundation, provide 

meaningful training and networking opportunities, and to provide 

the association assistance in any way we can.  I look forward to 

serving with our new Vice President, Laura Cleveland (Henrico) 

and our Secretary, Chris Gallagher (Hampton). 

We started 2015 on a good note at the Virginia Fire Rescue 

Conference on Friday, February 20th.  Our speakers were Brenda 

Scaife, Marc Sacra, and Renee Wilson.  Brenda Scaife presented 

on The Benefits of Effective Project Management.  Marc Sacra 

and Renee Wilson presented on Generational Dynamics in the 

Fire Service.  Both topics were extremely enlightening and the 

speakers were very knowledgeable. 

The Administrative Professionals Section will continue to meet 

on a quarterly basis, with our next meeting scheduled for May 

(TBD).  Our goals this year will focus on our membership, training, 

and by supporting the VFCA Foundation through fundraising 

campaigns and events.

In conclusion, I would like to extend my appreciation to the 

VFCA and I look forward to working toward improving the fire 

service alongside my fellow board members.  I would also 

like to encourage administrative professionals throughout the 

Commonweatlh to join the VFCA-APS.  I believe the section is a 

vital resource for the fire service.  Please feel free to contact me 

anytime for anything that you many need.

Two Departments Recognized 
As Recipients Of The VFCA Best 
Practices In Fire Service Health 
And Safety Awards
By:  Fire Chief Stephen P. Kopczynski, Chairman
VFCA Health and Safety Committee

On Saturday, February 21, 2015, during the Opening Ceremony of the VFCA’s Virginia 
Fire-Rescue Conference (formerly the VFCA Mid-Atlantic Expo and Symposium), two 
departments were recognized as recipients of the Virginia Fire Chiefs Best Practices 
in Fire Services Health and Safety Award. Those departments were the Hampton 
Division of Fire and Rescue and the Henrico County Division of Fire.

This program seeks to recognize programs from volunteer, combination and career 
departments that demonstrate best practices in providing for the health, safety and 
wellness of their members. The award program is managed by the VFCA Health and 
Safety Committee and is supported (monetarily) by the Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation.  
Departments selected as recipients of the award receive a $500 contribution from the 
Virginia Fire Chiefs Association/Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation.

This year’s award winners each demonstrate a strong organizational commitment to 
the health, safety, wellness and welfare of their members.

The Hampton Division of Fire and Rescue launched several significant wellness and 
fitness initiatives and implemented steps to “obtain buy-in for the development 
of a comprehensive culture of safety and health” for their department. For more 
information on this program, contact Hampton Battalion Chief Jeffrey Pereira or 
Lieutenant Joe Brown. 

The Henrico County Division of Fire implemented an annual Work Performance 
Evaluation (WPE) designed to ensure each members ability to carry out essential 
job functions. Members unable to meet the benchmark time received professional 
multi-disciplinary support in areas such as nutrition, physical fitness evaluation, and 
individualized fitness program development.  More details of this program can be 
obtained by contacting Henrico Assistant Chief Andrew Baxter. 

The VFCA congratulates these two award winners and encourages all departments 
(volunteer, combination and career) to submit nominations next year for the VFCA 
Best Practices in Fire Service Health and Safety Awards. Please look for nomination 
information in future issues of Commonwealth Chief, as well as on the VFCA website. 

Chief Tony 
McDowel (L) of 
Henrico County 
is pictured  with 
Chief David 
Layman (C) and 
President/Chief 
David Hoback. 
McDowell is 
accepting one of 
the Best Practices 
in Fire Service 
Health and Safety 
Awards.                

Photo: Susan 
Rueger

Photo: Battalion Chief Chris Bell





Complete training program utilizing SETs and reps

From The Right Front Seat
“Reps and Sets”, Part 2 of 2
By: Lieutenant Scott Kraut

In part I of this article we discussed getting our repetitions in order to create that muscle memory and to condition the brain for the step by step 

process. The next step in the formula is to take the reps and apply them to the SETS. SETS stands for Stress Exposure Training Scenarios and is what 

will prepare your officers mentally for the incident.  We all understand stress in that everyone has experienced it to some extent in their personal lives 

in the fast paced world we live in.  Without getting too deep into the psychology and physiology of stress let’s take a look at what it means to us as 

firefighters.  Stress carries with it a negative connotation, but is actually a normal and even healthy response to a stressor and is the trigger that tells 

the brain to release chemicals to prepare the body for an attack.  A simple example would be that feeling you have after an animal jumps into the road 

in front of you as you are driving.  Once the event is over you feel like your heart sank into your stomach, but what actually happened in a matter of 

seconds is that your body prepared you for impact by dilating your pupils to see more and releasing the chemicals cortisol, epinephrine (adrenaline), and 

norepinephrine into the body.  Instantly, the heart beats faster, blood pressure increases, senses sharpen, a rise in glucose invigorates us and we are 

ready to defend ourselves by either fleeing or fighting.  The feeling after the fact is a feeling of exhaustion due to those chemicals dumping.  Depending 

on an individual’s exposure to certain aspects of the job the event described above happens on some level to every person at every incident.  The key 

to training is to understand that it’s going to happen and learn how to deal with it so that it doesn’t cause a disruption in the thought process leading to 

bad decision making.  The span of control concept is a direct reflection of this process in that we simply cannot make sound decisions during stressful 

situations when there are too many options and variables.  We must figure out ways to simplify our tasks by taking smaller more manageable bites to 

avoid complete task saturation.

In order to adopt this form of preparation into a training program that already exists there has to be a tiered system that guides the trainee to success 

while adding some level of stress in moderate dosages.  Using the chart for on-scene reporting that we saw in part I of this article you can see that 

at each level the stress intensity increases thus the student in (on-scene reporting) builds the confidence needed to operate in a chaotic environment 

without hesitation.  The most important factor when delivering this training is that the student not be allowed to progress to the next level until they have 

mastered the current level with given stressors.

Levels Task (on-scene reporting)

1 Lecture and background on effective on-scene reporting. No stress

2
360 degree pictures/slides of building fires with Q&A from an assessor after the slide show is over 
to determine what was observed during the 360 view of the structure and what is pertinent to the 
operation.

No stress

3 Putting the information gained from the 360 view of the structure into a well-developed on-scene 
report and delivering that report over the radio in a timed fashion. Lo-Stress

4 Don full PPE and view the 360 slide show from the right front seat and again deliver the report in a 
timed fashion.

Moderate 
Stress 

5
Don full PPE and view an actual building on fire (burn building or acquired structure), get out of the rig, 
take a lap and again deliver the report in a timed fashion.  Give direction to your crew and those units 
that have arrived on scene.

High Stress
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The goal is to master the fundamentals and successfully complete each level prior to advancing.  

We must be very delicate when pushing people to the limit and therefore this type of training 

must be as realistic as possible and requires patience and coaching. This is not a “no child left 

behind” approach, but we cannot force individuals to achieve greatness overnight.  The student 

will understand that it is our duty as fire service instructors to ensure that the student is completely 

prepared to move forward because when the stressors begin to appear there is no instruction, but 

only positive reinforcement and a reminder that they have the tools, both mentally and physically 

to accomplish the task.  Throughout the SETS the student achieves the reps or muscle memory 

component and as a result has mastered that particular area of performance.  This type of training 

must continue on a regular basis to ensure mastery, but is an excellent foundation for each task that 

we perform on the fireground.

The on-scene reporting example is but one small component of the possibilities with SETS and reps 

training as we have expanded this to firefighter safety and survival and eventually to command 

competency training.  Understanding how the brain works and how individually we respond to the 

stressors of our environment allows us to stimulate firefighters to perform well under stress.  The key 

is awareness that the stress is normal and to be expected, but the real payoff is when you know 

how to control it and use it to your advantage.  As we know, firefighting and our associated duties 

are not only almost always different, but each one could be the last.  When we aren’t mentally 

trained to deal with the dynamic and chaotic environment we work in, there is a lot more at stake 

than simply winning a game.

Lieutenant Scott Kraut has more than 18 years of 

fire service experience and is currently assigned as 

a Lieutenant on the Tower Ladder at Company 40 in 

Fairfax County Va.  As an experienced instructor, Scott 

has a unique way of teaching and a true passion 

for firefighter safety that begins with operational 

readiness.  He has been a senior instructor with 

Traditions Training LLC for 10 years and is a returning 

presenter at FDIC 2014.
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CC: “Describe your career journey”

I grew up in the Newtown-West section of Richmond, VA. I lived three blocks from 
Station 10 which housed Engine 10 and Truck 3. As a child, I got to observe Richmond’s 
Engines 10, 5 and Truck 3 in my neighborhood quite frequently. I was fascinated at the 
mechanized manner at which they executed their craft, the equipment they wore and 
the universal respect the community had for the fire department. Also, my family owes 
a debt of gratitude to Richmond Fire for rescuing my two brothers and sister from a 
house fire in 1968. So, I made my career choice very early in my life. My career in the fire 
service began as a volunteer firefighter in Henrico County in 1984 at Henrico Station 5. 
After serving nearly two years as a volunteer for the County, I gained employment with 
the City of Petersburg in 1986. I worked there in various assignments until November of 
1987. My tenure in Petersburg helped to provide me with a solid fire service foundation. 
Aside from my faith, I believe my experience in Petersburg is the foundation of my fire 
service successes. I still refer to my friends and the Petersburg organization as my family. 
Petersburg helped to develop my fire service attitude for employment with Richmond Fire 
Department.  I spent 26 years in Richmond Fire serving in nearly every section and rank in 
that organization. Being a member of Richmond Fire was a dream come true, especially 
being assigned to Engine 5, one of the busiest companies in the Commonwealth. Engine 
5 was less than a mile from my home and one block from my church. I can say from 
the bottom of my heart, I enjoyed every ounce of my career in Richmond. I describe my 
service there as a hobby that I was getting paid for. Little did I know that my enthusiasm 
for public service and mentoring was being observed by my peers in other sectors of 
government. In January of 2014, I was offered the opportunity to compete for the position 
of Executive Director of Fire Programs. I was the successful candidate and started in my 
new role on May 5th, 2014 and it has been a tremendous blessing. So my career journey 
has been one of preparation, planned achievement while being supported by mentors 
from every aspect of my life.

CC: “Please outline your career benchmarks”

My promotion to Lieutenant, while with Richmond, helped set the stage for future 
advancement. Achieving that first promotion gave me the confidence of knowing that 
if I prepared myself appropriately, I would be successful or feel good about knowing I 
gave my all and did my part even if I didn’t get promoted. The first line supervisor (Lt) 
is the primary contact between the organization and the public, he or she defines your 
organization. While I enjoyed the rank of Captain and Battalion Chief, serving in the role 
of Deputy Fire Chief of Operations is definitely my pinnacle benchmark in Richmond Fire. 
Although, I was the Operations Chief, I spent a lot of time giving back in the form of 
mentoring.  Every rank and position has it rewards; I have found that giving back is the 
greatest reward. 

Now with VDFP, I found the 2015 legislative session to be extremely rewarding for me 
personally and professionally. While meeting with legislators, I realized how my position 
can be leveraged to make a real difference in the lives of Virginia’s firefighters and the 
public we serve. I transitioned from having a career that I really enjoyed to having a career 
with a purpose that I love.

CC: “Describe your vision for public safety in Virginia”

My vision of public safety for Virginia is about establishing and defining a shared vision for 
all of Virginia’s fire service community. A vision where the fire service community speaks 
in one voice as a united front for the ideals that define our fire service mission. This 
vision includes statewide collaboration of information and resource sharing between the 
Commonwealth’s public safety organizations and with community risk reduction at the 
core of our focus.

CC: “How do you view training?”

My view of training is defined by my desire to improve my skills and perfect my craft. 
Training is the great equalizer; it’s the closest thing to a real event. I believe training 
should not be viewed as an occasional re-enforcement of skills, but rather an essential 
activity that’s critical to the execution of the mission. Training helps to develop the next 
generation of fire service leaders.  

MEET THE CHIEF
Getting to know 
Melvin Carter

IN THIS ISSUE WE WILL 
MEET ONE OF THE MANY 
“CHIEFS” WHO WILL BE 
SPOTLIGHTED IN THE 
COMING ISSUES OF 
COMMONWEALTH CHIEF 
THIS YEAR. HERE WE 
TAKE A LOOK AT MELVIN 
D. CARTER, THE NEW 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF 
THE DEPARTMENT OF FIRE 
PROGRAMS.
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CC: “What direction do you see training and credentialing for first 
responders moving?”

I see the direction of training and credentialing for VA’s fire services 
advancing together in parallel. By that I mean, Fire Programs will offer 
more opportunities for communities to access our training programs in 
a manner that meets their need and offer options for achieving shared 
performance based learning outcomes.  We are and will continue to 
partner with communities to ensure their training needs are met in a 
manner that provides the greatest level of service/training for them.  
Beginning in 2014, and continuing into 2015, myself and the Deputy 
Director have been holding stakeholder meetings throughout the 
Commonwealth to discuss the training needs of Virginia’s fire services.  It 
is my goal that through these meetings the Agency can develop new, 
innovative and creative ways to ensure Virginia’s fire service’s community 
receives the training THEY want and need!  

CC: “Describe how diversity issues can better be dealt with by fire 
responders”

First responders can handle diversity issues better by first having a sincere 
desire to do so. We must also be willing to communicate in a manner 
that seeks to understand one another. The commitment to engage in 
improving diversity issues must be lead from the front by leadership 
that models appropriate behavior. This effort must be sustained to build 
muscle memory within the organization. These internal and external 
diversity efforts cannot be seen as just another fire department project. 
Rather, they must be viewed externally as an integral business practice 
of community risk reduction and internally as ongoing organization 
development. Cultural competency education and awareness must be at 
the forefront of your business model particularly in global environment. 
Everyday our communities and organizations are becoming more diverse. 
This evolutionary trend will only continue as America becomes more 
diverse as a nation. 

CC: “What do you see as effective communication channels for fire, 
EMS, law enforcement, etc?”

Effective communications consist of traditional, non-traditional and 
emerging forms of communications. However, effective communication 
requires open and unfettered sharing of information that seeks to reduce 
and eliminate silos and penetrate optimized domains. Since the 9-11 
attacks on our country, public safety organizations realize the importance  
of establishing relationships prior to responding that emergency events. 
This requires meeting with our counterparts periodically to share 
information, train together or just review the expectations of partnering 
agencies. As the Operations Chief in Richmond, I would meet quarterly 
with my police counterpart, the Deputy Police Chief of Operations. These 
meetings would include our command staff members. These meetings 
facilitated strategic and tactical information sharing that was extremely 
beneficial for both agencies.

CC: “What do you see as funding challenges for public safety in 
today’s environment?”

Funding challenges affect most public entities; some agencies are more 
adversely affected than others. Overall, I believe the majority of public 
safety organization would like to see their budgets increased. There is a 
plethora of funding challenges.  To operate today’s “all hazards” fire and 
emergency services organization is enormous. Capital improvements, 
apparatus purchases, training requirements, legal mandates, minimum 
staffing and the related overtime cost is difficult at best to sustain 
an all risk business model. Communities are trying to evaluate the 
effects of the Affordable Care Act and what will it ultimately mean for 
our business. Earlier in the article I spoke of communicating in one 

voice and being unified as a community is a strategy that must be 
considered. I believe the integration of evidence based risk analysis 
data, supporting community risk reduction, has to be a circuitous theme 
that involves the community. Our funding challenges must also be met 
with aggressive (grants, endowments) funding strategies to augment 
shrinking or inadequate funding. Lastly, we have to leverage our industry 
as an economic engine. The fire service is a multi-billion dollar global 
industry. Meet with your localities economic development team to seek 
out opportunities in ways that stimulate your local economy. Market your 
community to host conferences, inquire/research whether a fire service 
company/business is expanding or relocating. Your community may be 
the ideal place for their relocation. These are just a few ideas on how we 
can capitalize on our industry that we drive financially.

CC: “What is the most challenging issue facing public safety today?”

I believe sustaining services we provide to our customers while operating 
with diminishing resources is the 24/7/365 most challenge issue facing 
our industry. 

CC: “Focusing more specifically, what challenges do you see facing 
the fire service today?”

Community risk reduction: It’s 2015 and our citizens are still being injured 
and dying needlessly in fatal fires. One fire fatality is one fire fatality to 
many. Fire fighter safety, our firefighters are still being injured and dying 
at rate that’s unacceptable. We must continue to endeavor for safer 
workplace practices, encouraging a culture of excellence through safety 
and related best practices. As stated previously, diminishing budgets while 
trying to sustain an all hazards menu of services is a huge challenge. On 
the volunteer side, recruitment and retention while trying to stay abreast 
of the training needs of their members remains a challenge. The current 
realities of life has severely impacted the availability of members who’d 
love to volunteer more of their time, but are unable to do so. Terrorism 
and related nefarious intent; the fire services along with our other public 
safety partners on the front lines of incidents from active shooters, 
lone wolves and threats from diseases such as Ebola. As cyber attacks 
continue to rise and become more targeted, how safe is our public safety 
IT infrastructure from these attacks? These are issues that will require cross 
pollination of other public safety and non-public safety subject matter 
expertise.

CC: “What do you believe the future holds for the fire services here 
in Virginia?”

I believe with all my heart that Virginia’s fire service is on the verge 
of something special (unity). I am encouraged by what I see as the 
alignment of the various fire service organizations from around the 
Commonwealth working as one for the advancement of our fire service 
community. The fire service readers of this publication should be excited 
about the movement occurring in Virginia’s fire service. As I travel 
throughout our wonderful state, I continue to meet phenomenal people 
who have embraced me and the shared vision we have for fire programs 
and our larger public service community.  Ok so I’m biased, but I believe 
Governor McAuliffe has assembled a very effective public safety team lead 
by Secretary Brian Moran who is support by his three deputies to include 
the fire service’s own Adam Thiel. We as Virginia’s fire service should 
feel very proud, because we are aligning, collaborating, supporting and 
communicating. Together our future is bright.

If you know someone who would be interesting to read about in this column, 
contact Bill Smith, Editor, Virginia Fire Chiefs Association (bsmith@vfca.us



2014 Fire Service Needs 
Assessment Released
The 2014 Virginia Fire Service Needs Assessment has been completed and is posted on the VFDP website. This 
annual report identifies critical needs as identified by Virginia’s Fire Service.
At the request of the Virginia General Assembly (VGA), the Secretary of Public Safety directed the Virginia 
Department of Fire Programs (VDFP) to conduct a comprehensive needs assessment of Virginia’s fire service in 
2003. The intent of the needs assessment is to provide members of the VGA with adequate information to make 
informed decisions with regard to fire service funding issues.
The first needs assessment supplement was published in 2004 and laid the ground work to assist in the 
legislative decision making process. This report, Volume XI, published in January, 2015 was produced from survey 
results collected from fire departments in 2014.
The 2014 Needs Assessment continued to focus on the efforts of Virginia’s Fire Service to identify specific needs in the areas of apparatus, equipment, 
facilities, personnel and training and also analyzed the ability of fire departments to adequately perform the duties of the Emergency First Responder.

2014 Fire Service Needs Assessment Quick Facts

• The overall survey response for the Needs Assessment was 91%, 
down 1% from last year.

• Personnel was the #1 Top Need reported by fire departments; Training 
was the second highest need.

• Overall, fire departments reported that their total estimated amount of 
additional funding needed for FY 2015 would be $792 million.

•  45% of fire departments reported that they need an engine / pumper.
• For equipment, thermal imaging cameras (54%) is most needed 

by fire departments; personnel protective equipment (PPE) (49%) is 
ranked second.

• 37% of respondents reported that they need improvements or 
remodeling of their existing stations.

• 74% of all fire departments responded that they need more volunteer 
firefighters; 30% showed a need for paid firefighters.

• 53% of departments reported that Fire Fighter - Level I training was 
their #1 top priority. 30% responded that Vehicle - Level I training with 
their #1 top priority with technical rescue.

• 52% of fire departments funding comes from local government 
funding (not including ATL); 18% from fundraising / donations.

• Fire departments anticipate having their funding reduced by $19 
million in FY 2015.

• 56% of respondents plan to apply for a grant through the Assistance 
to Firefighters Grant (AFG) program.

• Fire departments reported that 55 of their stations have no computer 
available for incident reporting and 43 stations have no internet 
service.
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On the Move
New Fairfax County Deputy Chief’s
In early January, Fairfax County Fire & Rescue Fire Chief Richie Bowers selected Battalion Chief Reginald 
Johnson for promotion to deputy fire chief, effective January 10, 2015. Chief Johnson will be assigned as 
Deputy Chief, Support Services, Business Services Bureau. In that position he will be responsible for all 
aspects of the department’s communications, apparatus, logistics, purchasing, and resource management.

Chief Bowers has also promoted Battalion Chief Jason Jenkins to deputy fire chief. Jenkins was assigned 
as the executive officer to the fire chief on Jan. 24. Jenkins began his career as a recruit firefighter in 
February 1997, and initially was assigned to Fire and Rescue Station 22 in Springfield. In his new role, 
Jenkins will manage the daily activities of the fire chief’s office and represent the chief at internal and 
external high-profile venues. Jenkins has a bachelor’s degree from the University of Maryland in fire-
service administration and in May will graduate with a master’s in organizational leadership from Johns 
Hopkins University. He will enroll in the Harvard Executive Fellowship Program in June. He is a graduate of 
Leadership Fairfax and has been awarded the chief fire officer designation. Jenkins is a board member of 
the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association, representing Division 7

Prillaman Named New Chief For Salem Fire And EMS
John Prillaman has been named chief for Salem Fire and EMS. Prillaman takes over for Pat Counts, who 
retired in January after 40 years as chief. Prillaman has been serving as deputy chief. “I am humbled 
and honored to be the one selected to work alongside the men and women of the Salem Fire and 
EMS Department,” Prillaman said in a statement. “I appreciate the city manager entrusting me with the 
responsibility of serving and protecting our citizens.” Prillaman joined the department in 1998, and was 
named deputy chief in 2010. Before coming to Salem, he served 11 years as a volunteer firefighter in 
Roanoke County. For the past four years Prillaman has served on the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association Board 
of Directors. Prillaman was also influential in the design of the Roanoke Valley Regional Fire Training Tower 
on Kessler Mill Road.   

Pulaski Chief Retires
Pulaski Fire Chief Bill Webb has decided to retire after 24 years as a career (paid) fireman and 14 years as 
chief. Webb said his retirement becomes effective April 1. He joined the Pulaski department as a volunteer 
in 1983, and then moved into a career position in 1991. He said he worked his way through the ranks 
to become chief in February 2001. Although he is stepping down from his position with Pulaski Fire 
Department, Webb said he plans to continue volunteering with Draper Volunteer Fire Department, where 
he started his firefighting career in 1975 and continues to be a member.   

Williamsburg Has New Deputy Chief
Williamsburg Deputy Fire Chief Larry Snyder is entering his third month as Fire Chief Pat Dent’s second-in-
command, and so far, the two have struck an amiable balance.

Snyder, said one of the draws that took him away from the Hanover EMS Department and back to the 
City of Williamsburg was the chance to work alongside Dent.

Snyder has been working in the field since age 16, when he began volunteering with the Hanover rescue 
squad.

He graduated with a degree in biology from William & Mary in 2001 with the intention of going to 
medical school, but realized his passion was in saving lives a different way.

He returned to Hanover EMS, which later merged with the Hanover Fire Department to become Hanover 
Fire-EMS, full time after graduating, working as a career ALS provider and eventually moving through the 
ranks to battalion chief.

He said his biggest challenge has been adapting to the Williamsburg Fire Department’s protocols 
and procedures, as well as identifying cultural differences between the Williamsburg and Hanover 
departments.

Bristol Names New Fire Chief
Mike Armstrong has been named as the new Bristol fire chief. Armstrong, 51, was selected in February 
to succeed former Chief J.C. Bolling, who retired last year. He comes to Bristol from the Roanoke area, 
previously working for the federal government in emergency management. Prior to that, he served as a 
deputy fire chief for Augusta County, Virginia after retiring from the Roanoke city fire department after more 
than 20 years of service.   

Acting Roanoke County Fire & 
Rescue Chief Named 
Roanoke County Administrator Thomas Gates 
announced in early March that Deputy Chief 
Joey Stump will serve as Acting Fire & Rescue 
Chief, effective April 1. Current Fire & Rescue 
Chief Richard Burch announced his retirement in 
September. Burch’s last day is March 31. “Joey 
has a wealth of knowledge about fire and rescue 
programs, and Roanoke County,” said Gates. “I 
know he will step seamlessly into this role and 
provide excellent leadership for the benefit of the 
County and its citizens.” “It has been my pleasure 
to work with Chief Burch over the past 18 years,” 
said Stump. “I look forward to working with Mr. 
Gates and the excellent Fire and Rescue staff 
to continue moving forward until a permanent 
Chief is hired.” Stump began his fire service 
career in 1979, at the age of 16, as a volunteer 
with the Bent Mountain Fire Department and 
Rescue Squad. He served as Volunteer Fire Chief 
with the organization before being hired as a 
career firefighter with the Roanoke County Fire 
Department in 1986. Stump progressed through 
the ranks, serving as Battalion Chief of Hazardous 
Materials, Battalion Chief of Training, and Battalion 
Chief of Support Services, just prior to the arrival of 
the newly hired Chief Rick Burch.   

New Pedlar Fire Chief Has 
Served A Lifetime Of Hearing 
The Call
On Jan. 1, Eldon Bradley replaced Danny Tucker 
as chief of the department. In the late 1960s, the 
home of Bradley’s parents, in the Pedlar area, caught 
on fire. The fire truck that responded to the call 
traveled from Amherst, “and obviously, that took 
some time,” Bradley recalled. Later, members of 
the community came together and decided Pedlar 
needed its own fire protection. The department 
was comprised of about 30 members, including 
Bradley. The department’s first fire truck was obtained 
secondhand from the Monelison Fire Department; 
an old U.S. Army deuce-and-a-half truck fitted 
with hoses and capable of transporting water. “It 
was slow as heck, but it was better than nothing,” 
Bradley said. Today, the department is composed 
of 20 members, whose ages range from Bradley’s 
16-year-old grandson Zack Wood — the youngest 
member — to Bradley himself, who is a “young” 71 
years old. Pedlar Fire and Rescue is always seeking 
new members. As the decline of volunteerism 
affects many volunteer agencies, Bradley sums up 
his reason for being a 40-year member as simple 
enjoyment of the job. “I just like doing it — helping 
people when I can,” Bradley said.  
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SUICIDES ARE PREVENTABLE: Reaching Out 
To Those Most Vulnerable 
NFFF Issues New Report To Address 
Suicide Among Firefighters
Did you know a fire department is three times more likely in any given year to experience a suicide among its 
membership than a line-of-duty death? Fortunately, suicide is preventable and help is available. The National 
Fallen Firefighters Foundation (NFFF) has made suicide research and awareness a priority and released a new 
report, Confronting Suicide in the Fire Service: Strategies for Intervention & Prevention to address the growing 
issue and need for further research and funding. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recognize suicide as a major 
public health problem and are focusing attention on this growing national and international issue. According 
to the WHO, “More than 800,000 people worldwide die from suicide every year… one every 40 seconds. For 
each suicide there are many more people who attempt suicide every year.” The CDC reports suicide is the 
10th leading cause of death for all Americans taking 39,000 lives and is responsible for nearly 500,000 self-
inflicted injuries annually.

“The incidence of suicide affects all segments of society, therefore every sector or organization within the 
public plays a role in working toward prevention. As the incidence of suicide was becoming a growing 
concern within the fire service, the foundation realized that we could help raise awareness about the issue 
and hopefully draw more attention to research and education,” said Chief Ron Siarnicki, executive director of 
the NFFF.

The report summarizes suicide statistics, risk factors, public health assessment, and prevention tactics. Most 
importantly the report highlights recommendations for future research based on findings from national 
summits in 2011 and 2013 to measure the prevalence of suicide among firefighters; develop prevention, 
screening and intervention efforts; and establish a national agenda with an action plan to reduce suicides. 
Recommendations include:

• NFFF should support specific research to enhance our understanding of suicide in the fire service and 
should lead the way in knowledge translation projects to bring empirically supported best practices to fire 
service organizations and personnel. The foundation is working with Thomas Joiner, PhD and Florida State 
University to conduct the first ever research on firefighter suicides, attempts and ideation. 

• Develop, implement, evaluate, and disseminate one or more additional modules for Helping Heroes 
website helping-heroes.org/user/login covering issues of suicide and depression for clinicians serving fire 
service populations. 

• Richard Gist, PhD, principal assistant to the director of the Kansas City (MO) Fire Department is working 
with the Medical University of South Carolina to create the application.

• Design, implement, and evaluate a broad, multilayered social marketing campaign – including social 
media – promoting mutual support and action to help prevent suicide. 

• Creating awareness through social media, posters, pocket cards and information is an effective way to 
create some awareness. Based on consensus from the 2013 summit, a new program, Ask, Care, Take 
(ACT) is being created.

Both summits and the report are a result of the Foundation’s Everyone Goes Home® program and outlined 
in Firefighter Life Safety Initiative # 13, Provide firefighters and their families with access to counseling and 
support.

For the full report, and other resources such as: Suicide: What you need to know A Guide for Clinicians, and 
Suicide: What you need to know A Guide for Fire Chiefs, go to flsi13.everyonegoeshome.com

Changes in Federal 
Wildland Fire 
Protection Program 
Impact Local Fire 
Departments 

Earlier this year, through an 
agreement between the General 
Service Administration (GSA) and 
the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA), the Wildland Fire Protection 
Program (WFPP) was transferred 
to DLA’s control in May 2014. 
The WFPP provides access to 
local and state governments to 
purchase wildland-fire supplies 
and equipment like hoses, PPE 
and pumps at federal government 
pricing. As part of the change, 
DLA and GSA developed and 
implemented a temporary solution 
for local customer orders using 
the existing GSA infrastructure 
and authorizations to access and 
order. This temporary solution 
was implemented due to the 
critical nature of the firefighting 
equipment for the forecasted 
2014 western fire season and 
because there wasn’t sufficient 
time for these customers to 
obtain necessary credentials and 
training to place orders directly 
through DLA. Effective Jan. 1, 2015, 
this temporary solution will be 
discontinued and all equipment 
orders must be placed directly 
with DLA. GSA will not accept 
any WFPP orders after Dec. 31, 
2014. DLA is using a phased 
approach of enrolling state and 
local agencies into the program to 
ensure they capture and create a 
program tailored to the needs of 
both the state and local customer 
base. Currently, DLA has contacts 
in all 50 states and is working 
to have agreements in place to 
allow state agencies to purchase 
from the program. Regardless of 
whether you are state or local, 
DLA is committed to filling all your 
requirements.   
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All Volunteer First 
Responders Need 
Degree Of Legal 
Protection
It may have taken a few years, but legislation to give volunteer 
first-responders a degree of legal immunity when they are 
performing their duties has been passed by both the state Senate 
and House and has been sent to Gov. Terry McAuliffe for his 
signature.

The bill, introduced by Sen. Bill Stanley (R-Franklin County), is a 
response to a lawsuit filed after a tragedy that occurred in 2010 in 
Rocky Mount. As we all remember, two volunteers with the Rocky 
Mount Fire Department, Posey Dillon and Danny Altice, were killed 
when their fire truck collided with another vehicle and overturned 
at the intersection of School Board Road and Route 40 West. 

In the aftermath of that tragedy, a wrongful death suit was filed 
against Mr. Dillon’s estate since he was the driver of the fire truck 
and against the driver of the car that collided with the fire truck. 
Neither driver was charged in the incident, but during the civil 
trial, the court ruled that the standard of liability was “ordinary 
negligence.” The court also ruled that Mr. Dillon (and his estate) 
were not protected by the “Good Samaritan” statute, the law that 
protects paid employee first-responders from ordinary negligence 
liability when responding to emergencies.

This bill basically means the law will treat volunteer first-responders 
the same as paid employee first-responders. All volunteers would 
be protected by that Good Samaritan statute when it’s a matter or 
“ordinary negligence.” 

In other words, volunteer firefighters or volunteer emergency 
services personnel would not be liable for any injury arising 
from the operation of an emergency vehicle that is displaying 
warning lights and sounding a siren, unless such injury results 
from gross negligence or willful misconduct. Ordinary negligence 
is basically defined as the failure to exercise ordinary care, which 
first-responders try to do, but under emergency circumstances may 
not be as diligent as usual simply because of the need for a rapid 
response. 

In the 2010 tragedy, the fire truck’s emergency lights were on and 
the siren was sounding. The only question related to negligence 
was the rate of speed the fire truck was going through the 
intersection, and that was never determined. The driver of the 
other vehicle said she never saw or heard the fire truck, and she 
did have the green light. Again, neither driver was ever charged.

We are pleased to see this legislation move forward and we hope 
the governor signs it into law. All volunteers who, like Mr. Dillon 
and Mr. Altice, put their lives on the line to help others should have 
a measure of legal protection from unintended consequences. 

State Resources: What Is 
Available And How To Get Them
By Susan Rueger

State resources which are available to communities during a large-scale incident 
was a topic at the 2015 Fire Rescue Conference.  The purpose of this session was to 
share with local fire departments resources these four state agencies can provide to 
support their operations in an emergency and to mitigate damage. These agencies 
have personnel, equipment, and connections local governments do not have.  It was 
suggested the localities contact these agencies to establish a relationship before an 
emergency occurs. 

The state resources discussed were:

• Virginia Department of Emergency Management, www.vaemergency.gov then go 
to links at the bottom of the page, such as EM Community 

• Virginia National Guard, http://vko.va.ngb.army.mil/VirginiaGuard/, or 804-236-
7705 or 7704; 434-480-7401 or 7403

• Virginia Department of Fire Programs, http://vdfp.virginia.gov/, then start at the 
About VDFP link on the left side of the page

• Virginia State Police, http://www.vsp.state.va.us/, the main phone number is (804) 
674-2000

FEMA Updates Training Program 
To Be More User-Friendly
FEMA and the National Domestic Preparedness Consortium have now created 
searchable on-line catalogs of their available training programs. These catalogs make 
it possible to search for FEMA supported training programs including:

• Training Provider (CDP, Colleges & Universities, etc.) 

• Core Capability (Communications, CBRNE/HazMat, etc.) 

• Discipline (Fire/EMS/Law Enforcement/Public Health, etc.) 

For each search criteria, users may select one or multiple items for searches. Your 
results will identify multiple courses available and tell you if it’s a Resident course 
(one you go to their site to attend), Direct Delivery (one they bring to your agency 
site), Indirect Delivery (FEMA supported but is taught by local instructors) or On-line 
web-based training.

View the catalog for the FEMA National Training & Education Division (NTED) at 
https://www.firstrespondertraining.gov/systemsSearch.do, and for the National 
Domestic Preparedness Consortium (NDPC) at https://www.ndpc.us/Catalog.aspx

CHALK TALK . . .
Support the 16 Firefighter Life 
Safety Initiatives
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Membership Application
Join today by filling out the membership application and paying online at www.vfca.us or 

Mail this application and payment (check payable to VFCA): VFCA • P.O. Box 699 • Blackstone, VA • 23824

Name:________________________________________  Fire Dept/Organization: _________________FDID#_________________

Rank/Title: ____________________________________________________  Chief Officer:      Yes   No  Retired:   Yes  No    

Address: __________________________________   City: _________________  State: _____________   Zip: ______________

Phone: _________________   Fax: _________________  Email:  _________________________________________________

Pay by Credit card:  Visa     Master Card     AMEX     Discover

Credit card #: __________________________________   Exp. Date: _____________    Security Code: (3digit # on back) ___________

Name on Card: _________________    Billing Address if different from above: ____________________________________________

Please check the following:

Register me as one of the following Sections:   Admin. Professionals   Federal/Military   Company Officer   None

DFP Division:   1   2   3   4   5   6   7         Type of Department:   Volunteer    Career   Combination

If you have questions concerning this application and/or membership status, contact VFCA Member Services at (888) 818-0983 or email  memberservices@vfca.us 

VFCA Member Advantage
Mission Statement
The Virginia Fire Chiefs Association, (VFCA) serves the communities of Virginia through its 
fire service leaders and advances the Fire & Rescue Service through leadership, education 
and advocacy.

Membership Categories
Annual Membership fees 
(Check the appropriate category)
      
 Active

 Career Chief Officer $75.00

 Volunteer Chief Officer $40.00

 FF & Co. Officer $40.00

 Affiliate $40.00
 Individuals in professions allied 

to the fire service (such as 
Sections, Public Education; 
Emergency Services; Technical 
Rescue or other areas that not 
covered under Active)  

           
 Corporate      $100.00

 Representatives of companies 
with an interest in fire 
prevention, fire suppression, 
insurance, or other fire-service-
related products

 Life or Honorary  $20.00 
 Individuals who have been 

selected to receive Life or 
Honorary Membership in the 
Association by a vote of the 
Executive Board.

(Life or Honorary members receive 
complimentary membership. To receive 
mailings, the member fee is $20/yr.)

Member Benefits
Your membership in the Virginia 
Fire Chiefs Association makes you 
a member of the Virginia Fire Chiefs 
Foundation, the companion non-profit 
educational organization that offers 
educational seminars, the Virginia 
Fire Officer Academy, the scholarship 
program and other such worthy 
programs. It’s a full palette of programs 
and services from which you can 
choose those of particular interest to 
you, the VFCA member.

1.  Career Development
Mid-Atlantic Expo & Symposium 
(MAE&S)
The premier fire and emergency 
services conference offering a mix of 
association business, networking and 
over 40 educational sessions during 
the event The MAE&S is a cost and 
time efficient way to sharpen your 
skills, expand your knowledge base 
and broaden your fire service network.

Virginia Fire Officer Academy
This award winning four-and-a-half-day 
program assists fire and emergency 
services professionals to move from 
a tactical view to a comprehensive 
strategic view of fire and emergency 
services, operations, personnel safety, 
and administration. Participants 
will enhance their professional 
development through a unique four 
and one-half day hands-on, interactive 
learning experience designed to 
provide a better understanding of 
the relationship between leadership, 
ownership and safety.

Educational Seminars
From broad-based tactical and fire 
ground training to more focused 
programs such as “Horse Sense” that 
hones and prepares officers to lead 
and manage their organizations on a 
day-to-day basis.

2. Information & Idea Exchange
Commonwealth Chief Magazine
Touted as one of the country’s best fire 
and emergency services organization 
member publications, Commonwealth 
Chief magazine puts the latest thinking 
and current issues – as well as all you 
need to know about your association 
– in your hands on a quarterly basis.

Exhibitor Trade Show 
The exhibitor show, held in conjunction 
with the Annual Conference, presents 
a unique opportunity for chiefs, 
company  officer’s, firefighters and 
others to spend quality time with the 
vendors who provide the very latest 
in technology, products and services 
utilized by today’s modern fire service.

VFCA Website at www.vfca.us
Your source for the latest wide-ranging 
information about the association 
and its activities at your fingertips – 
24/7. Register on-line or download a 
conference registration application, 
peruse the latest and back issues 
of Commonwealth Chief magazine, 
or obtain LODD information. VFCA’s 
website is changing continually to 
provide you with the information you 
need when you need it!

Networking Opportunities
Opportunities occur throughout the year 
to learn informally from your peers. At 
VFCA events or on the Website, you can 
connect with the fire chiefs and other 
fire service personnel from around the 
state who share your concerns, but 
from a slightly different perspective.

3.  Political Action
Legislative Summit
VFCA leadership plays a leading role 
in the Annual Legislative Summit 
where major fire/EMS organizations 
from across the Commonwealth come 
together to decide what legislative 
issues are important and relative in 
today’s ever changing environment.

Advocacy
Members and leaders take the fire 
service story directly to state and federal 
elected representatives to work for laws 
and regulations that enhance your 
ability to provide safe communities. 
VFCA appointments to many state 
boards and advisory bodies ensure 
fire and emergency services input on 
actions that affect us all.

4.  Personal/Family
Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
Insurance. Each VFCA member is 
provided with AD&D insurance benefits 
in the event an unexpected tragedy 
should strike. 
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